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__________ is not an open protocol, standardized by Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) 

a) XMPP 
b) HTTP 
c) CoAP 
d) FTP 

In I2C, Master and slave use ______ transistors to drive the bus for communication. 

a) open-drain 
b) closed -drain 
c) reverse- drain 
d) shielded - drain 

_________ integrates a CPU and a GPU on the same die thus improving data transfer rates between these components while reducing power 

consumption. 

a) APU 
b) KPU 
c) FPU 
d) Control uniit 

Which ARM architecture profile for high performance markets such as mobile and enterprise? 

a) ARMv8-A 
b) ARMv8-M 
c) ARMv8-R 
d) ARMv8-D 

Which of the following statement holds true: - (1) Node.js is an open source server framework. (2) Node.js is free. (3) Node.js runs on various 

platforms. (4) Node.js uses JavaScript on the server. 

a) 1 ,2 and 3 
b) 2 , 3 and 4 
c) 1 , 3 and 4 
d) 1, 2, 3 and 4 

Use ____ to search inside files for certain search patterns. 

a) grep 
b) search 
c) find 
d) trace 

______ command lists the content of the current directory (or one that is specified). 

a) ls 
b) cd 
c) mkdir 
d) rm 

_________ is not a tool that architects and developers can use to protect against malicious use of the system. 

a) VPN 
b) Digital certificates 
c) Authentication 
d) Denial of Service 

Which of the following is not a type of GPU? 

a) All 
b) dedicated 
c) Hybrid 
d) external 



 

 

The FPGA configuration is generally specified using a 

a) hardware description language (HDL) 
b) hardclock description language (HDL) 
c) software description language (SDL) 
d) description language (DL) 

For a UART, a normal USB serial adapter will present a ______ 

a) DTE (male) connector 
b) DCE (female) connection 
c)both 
d) none 

The File System module in node.js has ______ method for creating new files. 

a) appendFile() 
b) open() 
c) writeFile() 
d) All of the mentioned 

The Raspberry Pi Zero and Zero W have _______ RAM. 

a) 512 MB 
b) 512 KB 
c) 512 GB 
d) 1GB 

In HTTP , a request is basically made up of ___ 

a) a method 
b) a resource 
c) some headers 
d) All 

The SPI protocol operates in _________ mode, allowing it to send and receive data simultaneously. 

a) full-duplex 
b) half duplex 
c) simplex 
d) complex 

Why SoC is chosen over regular IC in trending technologies? 

a) Advances in silicon process technology enabling a complete system to be designed into one or few integrated devices. 
b) space reductions 
c) power reductions 
d) all of the mentioned 

A typical SoCdoes not consists of: 

a) Control unit 
b) Memory Block 
c) Timing Unit 
d) human interfacing peripheral units 

Ground reference can be taken from which GPIO pin ? 

a) 6 
b) 9 
c) both 
d) none 

The ARM processor‘s smaller size, reduced complexity and lower power consumption makes them suitable for 

a) tables 
b) smart phone 
c) wearables 
d) All 

In cross compiler, __________also called the local platform, this is the platform that you perform the compiling on 

a) host 
b) build 
c) guest 
d) none 

______ GPIO pin provides a steady supply of 3.3v. 

a) 1 



 

 

b) 2 
c) 3 
d) 5 

_________________ will take your source code on the local (build) platform and generate ARM binary executables, to be installed on your 

target Pi. 

a) cross-compiler 
b) PWM 
c) GCC compiler 
d) None 

The command ________ sets the last modified time-stamp of the specified file(s) or creates it if it does not already exist. 

a) cat 
b) touch 
c) pat 
d) ls 

What is the communication pattern of MQTT protocol? 

a) publish/subscribe pattern 
b) Request Response pattern 
c) Client Server pattern 
d) Broadcast pattern 

The Raspberry Pi has a Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI) bus which can be enabled by _______ 

a) Raspberry Pi Configuration 
b) Raspi-config 
c) Editing A File Manually 
d) All of the above 

____________ attack is normally used to make a service on the Internet crash or become unresponsive 

a) Sniffing 
b) Masquerading 
c) Man in the Middle 
d) Denial of Service 

The I2C bus, also known as the two-wire interface (TWI), was developed by ________to allow communication with lower-speed peripherals. 

a) Steven Circa 
b) Edison circa 
c) Philips circa 
d) Tom circa 

IoT automation solutions for industries are already in the market from_____ 

a) NEC 
b) Siemens 
c) Emerson 
d) All 

To delete a file with the File System module, use the ___________ method. 

a) rm() 
b) delete() 
c) unlink() 
d) remove() 

The on time as a percentage of the total cycle time is known as the ____________ 

a) bussy cycle 
b) work cycle 
c) power cycle 
d) duty cycle 

For tiny resource-constrained devices that communicate over resource-constrained IP networks ______ protocol is the choice. 

a) HTTP 
b) MQTT 
c) XMPP 
d) CoAP 

Raspbian was created by 

a) Mike Thompson and Peter Green 
b) Mike Thompson 
c) Peter Green 



 

 

d) none of the mentioned 

Where was Raspberry Pi developed? 

a) The United States 
b) The UAE 
c) India 
d) The United Kingdom 

For a RS -232 convertor, the signal is considered in a __________ state if the voltage is between +3 and +15 V. 

a) mark 
b)space 
c) tap 
d) drop 

The _______ utility is usually used to check if communication can be made with another host. 

a) ping 
b) nmap 
c) hostname 
d) none 

Which operating system will not work with Raspberry Pi? 

a) Ubuntu MATE 
b) Windows XP 
c) Snappy Ubuntu Core 
d) Windows 10 IoT Core. 

CoAP's reduces the set of methods include _______ 

a) GET 
b) PUT 
c) DELETE 
d) All 

What are methods that can be called on the service using SOAP web service method calls, in UPnP? 

Actions 
events 
state 
variables 

Which command potentially offers a fine-grained choice of permissions for users and groups to access portions of the admin user's powers? 

sudo 
grep 
ls 
mkuser 

When choosing your RS-232 converter, there are two types of serial connections 

DCE & DTE 
DTE & DME 
DEE & DTE 
DCE & DME 

The BCM is also referred as? 

Broad chip-specific pin numbers 
Broadcom chip-special pin numbers 
Broad chip-special pin numbers 
Broadcom chip-specific pin numbers 

Which interface of the raspberry pi allow it to perform serial data communication? 

SPI 
MART 
UART 
SIP 

Which of the following is a IOT service platform 

raspberry pi 
chromium 
Carriots 
python 

Which arrangement is correct in increasing order of cost of GPU? 



 

 

dedicated,integrated, hybrid 
hybrid, integrated, dedicated 
dedicated,hybrid, integrated 
integrate, hybrid, dedicated 

What are used to store the operating system and program memory? 

ROM 
cache 
SD card 
RAM 

Name the three types of actors in MQTT. 

publisher, subscriber and message broker 
publisher, describer and message broker 
writer, subscriber and message broker 
publisher, subscriber and message passer 

Which profile of ARM is for high performance markets such as mobile and enterprise? 

ARMv8-R architecture 
ARMv8-F architecture 
ARMv8-M architecture 
ARMv8-A architecture 

How many texture mapping units are there in 1 compute unit? 

1 
2 
4 
3 

Which project is designed to help farmers monitor vital information like humidity, air temperature and soil quality using remote sensors? 

Phenonet 
Bionet 
Piconet 
Pronet 
Option 1 

What does UART stands for? 

Universal Asynchronous Receiver/ Transmitter 
Unique Asynchronous Receiver/ Transmitter 
Universal Assign Receiver/ Transmitter 
Universal Asynchronous Radio Transmitter 

HTTP adds security through which protocol? 

TLS 
Neither TLS or SSL 
SSL 
TLS and SSL 

ARM can have how many bits RISC multi-core processors? 

32 or 64 
64 
32 
neither 32 nor 64 

what does the XMPP protocol use for bypassing firewall? 

message changer 
message broker 
message passer 
message breaker 

Which protocol is light weight? 

HTTP 
XML 
MQTT 
CoAP 

Which method is used to delete a file from the file server in Node.js? 

fs.unlink() 
fs.delete() 



 

 

fs.remove() 
fs.del() 

which command displays the beginning of a file? 

LS 
TAIL 
HEAD 
CP 

traffic congestion issues and reduce noise, crime,and pollution are few issues that can be addressed by whom? 

smart home 
smart cities 
smart agriculture 
smart phones 

What is a series of small single-board computers developed in the United Kingdom to promote the teaching of basic computer science in 

schools and in developing countries? 

ARM 
Raspberry Pi 
Arduino 
Panache 

Node.js uses what type of programming 

asynchronous 
synchronous 
direct 
indirect 

Which protocol is designed for real-time instantaneous messaging applications, where smaller messages are sent with as little latency as 

possible and without any persistence? 

XMPP 
CoAP 
MQTT 
HTML 

Devices on what communicate on a master/slave basis. 

I2C 
SPI 
UART 
MQTT 

what does SoC stands for? 

System on chip 
Systematic output computing 
system of computer 
system of colours 

Which command changes the user an/or group that own a file? 

ch 
chown 
ls 
sudo 

which of the following is not an advantage of SOC? 

reduced power 
reduced space 
increased performance 
increased cost 

what is HDL? 

hardware defining language 
hardware dominating language 
hardware development language 
hardware description language 

What does GPIO stands for? 

Generic purpose Input and Output 
General purpose Input and Output 



 

 

General point Input and Output 
General pose Input and Output 

which type of GPU is not necessarily removable, nor does it necessarily interface with the motherboard in a standard fashion? 

extended 
integrated 
dedicated 
hybrid 

Which port is used by HTTPS? 

442 
8080 
441 
443 

this is the platform on which you perform compiling on, in cross compilation? 

build 
target 
host 
guest 

which is not a feature of FPGA ? 

Good for Prototyping 
Costly 
Reprogrammable Logic reusability 
Lower Non-Recurring Engineering (NRE) Cost 

Which method is used to include a module in your node.js program? 

require() 
get() 
put() 
include() 

what includes references to embedded devices, if any, and references to any services published by the device, in UPnP? 

Device Description Document 
Device Describing Document 
Device Development Document 
Device Dependent Document 

Which of the following is not SOC product? 

APU 
FPGA 
keyboard 
CPU 

In Nvidia GPUs a “warp” consists of how many threads? 

3 
34 
32 
20 

what does not incorporates in Typical SoC ? 

Accelerated functional unit 
keyboard 
A programmable processor 
on chip memory 

what is the full form of HTTP? 

High Text Transfer Protocol 
Heavy Text Transfer Protocol 
Hyper Text Transfer Protocol 
Hyper Text Transport Protocol 

what is the voltage range for space state? 

-3 to -15 
-3 to -5 
+3 to +15 
+3 to +5 



 

 

What does LED stand for? 

Light end diode 
Light emission diode 
Light effecting diode 
Light emitting diode 

In CoAP, method calls can be made using which services? 

non-confirmable message services 
confirmable message services 
confirmable and non-confirmable message services 
neither confirmable nor non-confirmable message services 

In SPI bus, which design allows all participants to drive the bus lines—just not at the same time. 

open-drain driver 
closed-drain driver 
integrated-drain driver 
opted-drain driver 

Using which changes the current directory to the one specified? 

cd 
change 
chdir 
dir 

What was the purpose of inventing raspberry pi? 

entertainment 
spy 
education 
security 

SSDP and GENA have not introduced which HTTP methods? 

put 
notify 
subscribe 
search 

Which method is used to create an Http server? 

createServer() 
makeServer() 
Server() 
httpServer() 

What is the full form of MQTT? 

Mime queue telemetry transport 
Message queue telemetry transport 
Message queue telepathy transport 
Mime queue telepathy transport 

Which of the following variants of Raspberry Pi has an inbuilt wi-fi? 

Raspberry Pi A+ 
Raspberry Pi 3 
Raspberry Pi 2 
Raspberry Pi Zero 

Which state variables are propagated through multicast HTTPMU NOTIFY messages on the SSDP multicast addresses being used, but using 

a different port number? 

normal 
evented 
multicast evented 
broadcast evented 

The Raspberry Pi has a UART interface to allow it to perform what type of communication? 

serial data communications 
serial communications 
parallel communication 
indirect communication 

what is Integrity in data security ? 



 

 

Receiving data securely 
Detecting unauthorized data modification 
Sending secure data to cloud 
Preserving the privacy of data 

What is the marketing term for a series of 64-bit microprocessors from Advanced Micro Devices (AMD)? 

Fusion 
defusion 
expansion 
compression 

Which command is used to store or extract files from a tape archive file? 

rar 
gunzip 
win zip 
tar 

How many SMIDs are there in 1 compute unit? 

4 
3 
2 
1 

what is calculated from bits per second, which includes the start, data, parity and stop bits. 

wave rate 
bit rate 
baud rate 
byte rate 

What It is designed to rapidly manipulate and alter memory to accelerate the creation of images in a frame buffer intended for output to a 

display device? 

GPU 
CPU 
APU 
MMU 

What is a family of reduced instruction set computing (RISC) architectures for computer processors, configured for various environments? 

ARM 
GPU 
CPU 
APU 

what is a credit-card sized computer that plugs into your TV and a keyboard, which can be used for many of the things that your average 

desktop does? 

Raspberry Pi 
Arduino 
ARM 
Panache 

The destination platform on which you execute the byte code? 

build 
target 
host 
guest 

What does DCE stands for? 

Data communications equipment 
Data computing equipment 
Data compiling equipment 
Data communications equivalence 

The raspberry pi model B supports how many USB ports 

2 
1 
0 
4 

Which of the following is a tool for achieving security? 



 

 

DDOS 
TRIG security 
Virtual private network 
MQTT 

What is a very large domain consisting of many devices, broadly covering fitness, health and entertainment arenas.  

Wearable IoT tech 
digital watches 
smart phones 
smart appliances 

which communication pattern is not supported by MQTT? 

publish/subscribe 
request/response 
asynchronous messaging 
dynamic messaging 

Name the methods available with CoAP ? 

GET, POST, PUT, DELETE 
GET, POST, PUT, UPDATE 
GET, PUT, DELETE 
GET, POST, DELETE 

Each service published by a device is described in which document? 

Service Control Protocol Description 
Service Control Protocol Describer 
SimpleControl Protocol Description 
Service Control Protocol 

Which GPU is a graphics processor located outside of the housing of the computer? 

integrated 
dedicated 
external 
hybrid 

Devices find each other by notifying the network of their existence using which address in UPnP? 

muticast 
unicast 
broacast 
MAC 

Which module helps To handle OpenSSL cryptographic functions? 

assert 
buffer 
cluster 
crypto 

Which module is used yo make Node.js act as an HTTP server? 

http 
buffer 
cluster 
crypto 

In the current market scenario, IoT captures the maximum share in which one of these? 

Home automation 
Security 
Industry 
Healthcare 

The term "the Internet of Things" was coined by whom? 

Kevin Ashton 
Williams. 
Thomas. 
Robinson. 

The Serial Peripheral Interface bus is also known as? 

spy 
sky 
masqurador 



 

 

interpretor 

Which command potentially offers a fine grained choice of permissions for user and group to access portions of the admin user's powers. 

get 
sudo 
root 
admin 

Multiple slaves coexist on a given SPI bus, with each slave being selected for communication by whom? 

chip select 
slave select signal 
neither chip select nor slave select 
chip select and slave select are names of the same signal. 

which command sets the last modified time-stamp of the specified file or creates it if it does not already exist. 

set date-time 
set time 
date - time 
touch 

which are the timing uints in SOC? 

Oscillators and PLLs 
Oscillators 
PLLs 
nether oscillators nor PLLs 

which server side platform is built on google Chrome's JavaScript engine? 

Node.js 
SPI 
GPIO 
Python 

Which processors are designed to perform a smaller number of types of computer instructions so that they can operate at a higher speed, 

performing more millions of instructions per second? 

RISC 
MISC 
PISC 
SISC 

What is the full form of FPGA? 

Field programmable gate array. 
Field process gate array. 
Field programmable gate arm. 
Field process gate arm. 

what is not a feature of FPGA? 

Lower Non-Recurring Engineering (NRE) Cost 
Good for Prototyping 
Less Time to Market 
Not economic 

What is peer to peer network architecture for connecting intelligent appliances, wireless devices, and PCs that are in close proximity? 

UPnP 
XMPP 
SPI 
UART 

Which profile of ARM is for embedded and IoT applications? 

ARMv8-M architecture 
ARMv8-A architecture 
ARMv8-R architecture 
ARMv8-F architecture 

what is the voltage range for mark state? 

-3 to -15 
-3 to -5 
+3 to +15 
+3 to +5 



 

 

MQTT is a binary protocol and it does not support what? 

decoding 
encoding or decoding 
encoding 
nether encoding nor decoding 

In UPnP, Discovery of devices in the network is performed using which protocol? 

Simple Service Discovery Protocol 
Simple Device Discovery Protocol 
Service Discovery Protocol 
Discovery Protocol 

In MQTT, who acts as a server, but all it does is relay messages between clients 

message broker 
message passer 
message adapter 
simple server 

The disadvantages of raspberry pi is, it does not have what associated with it. 

hard disk 
RAM 
ROM 
Cache 

Which of the following is a IOT service platform 

Node Red 
raspberry pi 
chromium 
python 

Which one of the following is not a type of state variables in UPnP? 

normal 
evented 
multicast evented 
broadcast evented 

HTTP works on top of which protocol? 

IP 
TCP 
UDP 
FTP 

How many pin expansion header is there in raspberry pi? 

40 
16 
24 
48 

Which GPU share memory with the system and have a small dedicated memory cache, to make up for the high latency of the system RAM? 

integrated 
hybrid 
dedicated 
external 

which interface is used to attach a camera? 

CSI 
USB 
SPI 
SLR 

Which command lists the content of the current directory ? 

list 
index 
ls 
mklist 

Who makes sure that the published content is relayed to interested subscribers? 

message broker 



 

 

message passer 
publisher 
message relay agent 

Which command displays the name of the present working directory 

pwd 
power 
pwdir 
pd 

I2C was developed by Philips circa in which year? 

1982 
1988 
1985 
1984 

CoAP is which type of protocol that runs over the UDP for IOT? 

communicating protocol 
web transfer protocol 
delivery protocol 
transfer protocol 

what is an integrated circuit designed to be configured by a customer or a designer after manufacturing ? 

FPGA 
GPU 
APU 
CPU 

In a NVidia GPU the control unit is made up of ? 

a) SIMD-Single instruction, multiple data engine 
b) stream multiprocessor 
c) MIMD-Multiple instruction, multiple data engine 
d) None of the above 

_________ is a family of reduced instruction set computing (RISC) architectures for computer processors, configured for various environments. 

a) SoC 
b) ARM 
c) FPGA 
d) GPU 

What is the correct boot sequence for Raspberry Pi? 1. ARM GPU turns on 2. GPU execute 1st stage boot loader from ROM 3. 2nd stage boot 

loader is loaded from bootcode.in 

a) 2.3.1. 
b) 3.1.2. 
c) 2.1.3. 
d) 1. 2. 3. 

Raspbian is a _________ased computer operating system for Raspberry Pi. 

a) Linux 
b) Debian 
c) Ubuntu 
d) Unix 

Things" in the term Internet of Things is an "inextricable mixture of 

a) hardware, software, data and service. 
b) hardware, data and service". 
c) hardware and software 
d) hardware, software and service". 

_____ command enables you to run a command as a superuser, or another user. 

a) pwd 
b) sudo 
c) chown 
d) dd 

most SoC’s are developed from ______for the hardware elements together with the ________ that control their operation.  

a) pre-qualified hardware blocks & software blocks 
b) software drivers & hardware driver 
c) pre-qualified hardware blocks & software drivers 

https://www.google.com/url?q=http://bootcode.in&sa=D&source=editors&ust=1633854428706000&usg=AFQjCNFBG9Ry3JYWGcKJLVXcYjCBKmyh2A


 

 

d) none of the above 

_________________ is designed to help farmers monitor vital information like humidity, air temperature and soil quality using remote sensors 

a) NEC Project 
b) Siemens Project 
c) Emerson Project 
d) The Phenonet Project 

Command for installing package in node.js is? 

a) npm install <package name> 
b) install <package name> 
c) npm <package name> install 
d) a) install npm<package name> 

Use __________ to display the network configuration details for the interfaces on the current system when run without any arguments 

a) ifconfig 
b) nmap 
c) hostname 
d) ping 

The term "the Internet of Things" was coined by ________ 

a) Kevin Ashton 
b) Procter 
c) Gamble 
d) All 

_________ leds to the need for interoperability. 

a) Solves complexity 
b) Reduces cost 
c) Allows new kinds of services and reuse of devices 
d) All 

ARM makes _______ bit RISC multi-core processors. 

a) both 
b) 32 
c) 64 
d) none 

 


